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Abstract  
   In this study we intend to describe some barriers to learning training activities. It must be admitted that the 
problem of obstacles in training and learning activity is more important and more complicated than it seems at first 
glance, evidence presenting a large number of works for this issue on the one hand, and on the other hand, efforts of 
educators, directed to find ways in which these obstacles can be eradicated.  
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1. Background 
    The nature and the specific activity of training and learning implies the existence of obstacles, acknowledged 
differently by different teachers, and for which teachers may hold rather different opinions and attitudes.  
    For example, some teachers may be mainly preoccupied with questions about the causes that produced them, 
after which they seek to identify means and methods in which these disturbing elements can be removed, but there 
are also times when these obstacles are ignored or possibly attributed to aspects that regard the students potential or 
behaviors exhibited by them in training and learning activities.  
    It must be admitted that the problem of obstacles in training and learning activity is more important and more 
complicated than it seems at first glance, evidence presenting a large number of works for this issue on the one 
hand, and on the other hand, efforts of educators, directed to find ways in which these obstacles can be eradicated.  
2. Purpose of Study  
    In this study we intend to describe some obstacles in the training and learning activity, because it is a reality that 
cannot be ignored. Of course, tackling barriers to teaching and learning activity generates more questions, among 
which the most significant are the following:  
a)             if obstacles in training activity are imminent, then from this regularity might there derive some 
benefits that induce positive consequences for the proper conduct of this process?  
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b)             what obstacles may be encountered in training and what are the criteria by which they could 
achieve their rigorous classification?  
c)             is there a correlation between diversity barriers and stages of ontogenetic development that 
students who are faced with them are placed in?  
d)             are there point solutions so that these obstacles could be properly identified and then removed 
from the training activity, so that their impact on student performance would become practically 
insignificant?  
Certainly, reasons of time and space do not allow us to respond in detail to all of these questions, but the 
first issue clearly indicates that beyond their implacability, obstacles are, in a certain perspective, necessary in 
training and learning activities, as by confronting and overcoming them, students manage to progress in terms of 
cognitive development and, of course, in terms of knowledge gain. Conversely, lack of barriers would mean 
stationary cognitive development behaviors and thus serious shortcomings in the area of knowledge of students 
with all the consequences resulting from such a situation.  
 
3. Main Argument  
Attempts of typology of obstacles in training - learning activity 
 
When addressing the problem of classifying obstacles, an approach must inevitably begin with the 
perspective proposed by G. Bachelard (apud. V. Tonoiu. 1974), which identified the following obstacles:  
a)        the obstacle of raw experience, placed before and above criticism;  
The cause and functioning of this epistemological obstacle can be found in the cognitive experiences that 
the individual already possess at the beginning of a knowledge process placed under a scientific rigor, process that 
can be hampered by previous accumulations that the individual possesses.  
b)       the animist obstacle;  
This obstacle is determined and induced by the cognitive purchases based on naive and obscure life 
intuitions. In other words, knowledge based on the individual dreams and images cannot coexist with another, based 
on experience and reason. The removal of the obstacle or even its decrease can be achieved only by purifying the 
psyche of those images, those insights do not correspond to the scientific spirit.           
c)     the substantiality obstacle – means that the explanation of the material properties is offered by its 
substance, so that very often the prescientific spirit comes to attribute to the substance a surface quality, but also an 
occult or profound one.  
d)     the generality obstacle is considered by G. Bachelard as one of the oldest, as it has dominated the 
philosophical thought from Aristotle to Bacon, and continues to have a significant impact on the whole doctrine of 
knowledge.  
One of the dangers of this obstacle is that generalization is hasty and easy, thus leading to the delineation of 
qualities or features that does not define a class or category of objects.  
From a strictly pedagogical perspective, this obstacle can cause other drawbacks, among which the most 
significant is the quartering or limitation of the knowledge process at very general level, without targeting elements 
of detail or depth, which are specific to a profound learning, not to the surface one.  
e)      the valuing-obstacle is objectified in a series of values that generate common knowledge such as 
utility, that disturbs scientific thought, as it determines it to block before a false problem.  
The solution suggested by G. Bachelard in overcoming this obstacle is moving primitive interests ("child 
interests") so that science can pursue its own interest and no collateral ones, even if they might have some practical 
utility.  
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A notable contribution to the issue of epistemological obstacles belongs to A. Giordan (1978) which has 
the merit of not only identifying certain types of obstacles, but also of the criteria on which they can be classified. 
For example, one of the criteria regards the causes that generate these obstacles, and it distinguishes between two 
categories of obstacles, namely:  
a)     conceptual obstacles caused by the absence of information that occurs when handling scientific concepts by 
students who do not possess the correct definition;  
b)  obstacles caused by the presence of a previous reference frame, resulting in prescientific representations that 
students already possess when they come into contact with new knowledge; in this case the previous representations 
is established in a phrenic factor which enables the new knowledge to rapidly integrate cognitive structure – this is 
only a shallow penetration of it, old acquisitions not being put into question in a true manner.  
Another milestone is represented by the process of "trying" in the formation of scientific concepts. A. 
Giordan (1978) identifies three epistemological obstacles, namely:  
a)        absence of a combinatorial analysis, obstacle that appears when students make a rapid and 
systematic investigation of different situations, but fail to correctly formulate the data, or to put it into 
relationships, which is why an intervention of the teacher is mandatory;  
b)       nonsystematic dissociation of factors, obstacle resulted in the fact that, although an inventory of 
factors is made, their dissociation is not complete, which has a negative impact on the process of 
knowledge acquisition and knowledge;  
c)       the synthesis problem, obstacle induced by the manner in which the process of conceptualization is 
handled. In some cases, it might reach hasty conclusions, generated by an insufficient analysis and a 
poor delineation of invariants. In other cases, it might record a gap between the formulation of 
concepts (degree of abstraction) and the frames of reference of students. No matter of the perspective 
that it translates into, the obstacle creates serious problems in the process of knowledge and induces a 
number of alterations and distortions of acquisitions, which are a natural result of the manner in which 
the conceptualization is handled.  
Analyzing the various obstacles encountered in the process of assimilation of knowledge, A. Giordan is 
considering a number of ways in which they can be overcome or, if this is not entirely possible, at least 
considerably diminished, so that their impact could be minimized.  
In general, A. Giordan sustains the idea that learning new knowledge is conditioned by cognitive purchases 
the student already possesses (which he names "concepts"), which are nothing but configurations of the cognitive 
structure through which new information is received and processed, but can also be modified and adapted 
themselves so that the knowledge process registers an ongoing trend.  
Conceptions that students possess are complex structures because they are a construct of several elements, 
namely (A. Giordan, 1987, p.87):  
1.        Problem (the set of questions more or less explicit that induce or cause the initiation of conception). 
It is therefore the engine of intellectual activity;  
2.        Frame of reference (set of peripheral knowledge activated by the subject in order to formulate his 
conception; these are other representations that support the student to develop his concepts);  
3.        Mental operations (intellectual or processing operations that the student masters and that allows him 
to link (relate) the elements of the frame of reference and thus generate and use the concept; these are 
in fact invariant operators);  
4.        Semantic network (structure based on the reference frame and on the mental operations. It allows 
providing a coherent semantic whole and thereby producing (generating) concept meaning; the 
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meaning construction is based on the "logical" link established between various key and peripherals 
concepts);  
5.        Signifiers (set of signs, clues and symbols necessary for creating and explaining the concepts).  
Essentially the process of acquiring new knowledge is conditioned by these "concepts" that students 
possess before the instructional process, but it is because of this process that they become likely to undergo some 
changes, some restructuring, which in fact objectifies the positive effects caused by the learning process. 
There are other authors with very interesting views when it comes to obstacles encountered by students in 
the teaching-learning process.  
For example, Britt-Mari Barth (1993, pp. 26-32), referring to false understandings (erroneous) of students 
identified three types of confusion, namely:  
1.       confusion between word and meaning;  
Students can use an abstract symbol such as "rectangle" or "square", without truly understanding the 
meaning, the idea that the word itself is meaningless.  
2.     confusion between the relevant and irrelevant in relation to a matter time;  
For example, students may erroneously think that an irrelevant item such as color or orientation is 
important in defining the "rectangle". In other words, they interpret example based on their own frames of reference 
and reach a different meaning compared to that provided by the teacher.  
3.    confusion in the way of reasoning;  
In this misunderstanding students associate a word a few examples, but they do not comprehend the nature 
of the links between word and these examples.  
 
4. Conclusions 
 
For example, students can associate the word "verb" with some known examples of verbs, but cannot 
distinguish the elements that give that status to the examples and cannot recognize other new examples.  
We present different types of errors that we discovered in our research :  
1.    errors resulting from writing and understanding the rules;  
2.    errors resulting from bad  school habits or from poor decoding expectations;  
3.    errors due to alternative conceptions of students;  
4.    errors related to intellectual operations involved;  
5.    errors resulting from steps taken;  
6.   errors due to cognitive overload caused by an ongoing activity;  
7.   errors that originate in another discipline;  
8.    errors caused by the complexity of the specific content.  
As you can easily understand, all of these have a significant impact on the results that students obtain in 
learning activities and that is why there are two issues that teachers must have in view, namely:  
a)       first they should explain correctly all the obstacles faced by students and any errors they commit in 
different moments of training;  
b)       then they must find all the ways in which these obstacles and these errors could be removed so that 
they no longer represent disturbing factors of the teaching and learning process. 
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